We present examples of systems whose configurational entropy S conf can never reach zero and is instead limited from below by the entropy of mixing S mix of the corresponding ideal gas. We use S conf defined through the local minima of the potential energy landscape, S PEL conf . We show that this happens in mean-field models, in collections of hard spheres with infinitesimal polydispersity, and for one-dimensional hard rods. We demonstrate that these results match recent advances in understanding the configurational entropy defined in the free energy landscape, S FEL conf . We demonstrate that if min(S FEL conf ) = 0, then for an arbitrary system min(S PEL conf ) = AN + S mix , where N is the number of particles and A is some constant determined by the interaction potential. We discuss which implications these results have on the Adam-Gibbs (AG) and RFOT relations and show that the latter retain a physically meaningful shape for both configurational entropies, S 
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, Ozawa and Berthier studied a problem 1 of diverging and discontinuous configurational entropy per particle S conf /N in systems with continuous polydispersity. Divergence happens due to the diverging and discontinuous (with respect to small compositional changes) mixing entropy per particle S mix /N . Specifically, the total entropy S tot contains the mixing entropy S mix , while the vibrational entropy S vib does not. Thus, the configurational entropy S conf from the relation 2-8 S tot = S conf + S vib shall contain S mix . It is problematic because some observables are believed to depend on S conf 8-12 but from physical considerations shall be continuous with slight updates of the system composition, as well as finite and non-zero for continuous polydispersity. Ozawa and Berthier 1 suggested a redefinition of S vib (a "scheme" of merging the basins of attraction) so that S mix is moved into S vib and S conf thus remains finite. The authors refined their approach and provided a more robust and unambiguous procedure in a follow-up paper. 13 Their approach essentially defines S conf through the free energy landscape (FEL).
14,15
In an attempt to resolve this paradox in the potential energy landscape (PEL), we studied 16 S PEL vib using a variant of thermodynamic integration 3, 6, [17] [18] [19] [20] and suggested that it is in fact normal for S PEL conf to contain S mix . We suggested that all the observables that depend on S PEL conf and are believed to be well-behaving shall instead depend on S PEL conf −S mix or in general S PEL conf −min(S PEL conf ). For this, we implicitly assumed that min(S PEL conf ) can be non-zero, in particular S mix , i.e., that S PEL conf is bounded from below solely by the system composition.
In this paper, we investigate the lower bound on S PEL conf in more detail and explicitly demonstrate that for some systems S PEL conf is indeed bounded from below by S mix . Additionally, we investigate connections between S PEL conf and a) Electronic mail: vasili.baranov@gmail.com S conf defined through the free energy landscape, S FEL conf . We show that for our model systems min(S FEL conf ) = 0 and that the condition min(S FEL conf ) = 0 implies for an arbitrary system min(S PEL conf ) = N A + S mix , where A is some constant. We discuss which implications it has on the Adam-Gibbs (AG) and RFOT relations and show that they retain a physically meaningful shape for both configurational entropies, S FEL conf and S PEL conf . We show that the two versions of the AG relation will differ by a wellbehaving discrepancy term.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Different entropies
We study a canonical N V T ensemble of classical systems and use a standard notation with N , V , T , U , d, and Λ standing for the number of particles, volume, temperature, internal energy, dimensionality, and de Broglie wavelength, respectively. S, F , Z, and U N ( r) stand for the entropy, Helmholtz free energy, partition function, and total potential energy in the configuration r. We study polydisperse systems and denote with N m the number of particles of type m.
One can routinely derive from standard equations 
It can also be shown that S mix /N diverges for continuous particle type distributions (in the simplest case, N i = 1 ∀i, S mix = k B N ln N ).
1,16 S mix /N is also obviously discontinuous if the system composition is abruptly changed.
If we define the configurational entropy through the PEL, S PEL conf counts (up to particle permutations) the density of potential energy minima 6, 20, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] N min (N, u min ) at a given energy per particle u min = U min /N . Specifically, N min (N, u min ) = e S PEL conf (N,umin) /w, where w is the characteristic interval that comes from the saddle point approximation. 2, [28] [29] [30] It is believed to be subexponential, i.e., ln(w)/N → 0 with N → ∞.
The vibrational partition function in the PEL is expressed as
where integration is performed over a certain basin of attraction [25] [26] [27] 31 in the PEL. The Π M i=1 N i ! term in the denominator comes from particle indistinguishability as for the total partition function. 20, 24, 32, 33 The same term in the nominator comes from basin multiplicity, i.e., indistinguishability of basins due to particle indistinguishability. 1, [34] [35] [36] Due to cancellation of these two terms, S PEL vib does not contain S mix . We showed 16 on the basis of thermodynamic integration that S mix is also not hidden in the integral over a basin and that S PEL vib still contains the term ln
, which also enters S tot . The three entropies are connected by the relation
2-8 which comes from the saddle point approximation and is exact in the thermodynamic limit if the definitions from above are used. 2, 16 In this relation, S PEL conf is the equilibrium configurational entropy (equilibrium complexity), i.e., computed for the minima of those basins that are equilibrium (dominant) for the given temperature. At a given temperature T basins with a certain average energy of minima u eq,min (T ) dominate the phase space. Then, the relation for entropies shall fully be read as
(1)
Because S tot contains S mix and S PEL vib does not, S mix shall be contained in S PEL conf . If the configurational and vibrational entropies are defined through the FEL, the equation also holds. The configurational entropy per particle S conf /N (however it is defined) enters several relations for the relaxation time τ of colloids and glassy systems at high volume fraction or low temperature. Both versions of 8-10 The other relation stems from the Random First Order Theory (RFOT).
8,10-12 If S conf /N is divergent for continuous particle type distributions and discontinuous with a small system composition change, τ ≡ 0 for systems with continuous particle type distributions and τ will be discontinuous when the system composition is slightly changed. It is paradoxical because τ shall be finite and continuous.
Even worse, particle type distribution can be induced "artificially", by assigning arbitrary properties to particles without changing their interaction potential. 32 For example, colloidal particles can be colored (dyed) arbitrarily. This will increase S PEL conf arbitrarily without changing τ . a. Hard spheres A valid collection of N frictionless hard spheres with predefined radii R i always has a zero potential energy, while an invalid collection has an infinite energy. Still, a pseudo-PEL can be introduced for hard spheres. 27, 37, 38 At any system configuration x ∈ R 3N particle radii can be scaled proportionally to ensure that at least one pair of particles is in contact. The resulting solid volume fraction ϕ defines the pseudo-PEL U ( x) = −ϕ (or rather, U ( x) = −N ϕ for U ( x) to be extensive). Local minima in this PEL correspond to mechanically stable (jammed) configurations with some jamming densities ϕ J , while steepest descents correspond 27, 37, 38 to proportionally scaling sphere radii and moving the spheres as little as possible in the configuration space to ensure the absence of intersections. Eq. (1) will then look like
B. Motivation
We argued 16 that it is normal for S PEL conf to be divergent and discontinuous. Still, the relaxation time shall be finite for continuous particle type distributions and shall be continuous when slightly changing particle types or coloring the particles. We suggested that the equations for τ and for any other "well-behaving" observables shall be changed instead. If such an observable depends on S PEL conf , it shall always depend on S PEL conf − S mix and can not depend on S PEL conf only. Thus, arbitrary changes in S PEL conf will be compensated. Indeed, if S mix is the lower bound for S PEL conf , then only changes with respect to S mix can matter for physical observables. A more detailed derivation for the updated Adam-Gibbs equation can be found in our previous paper. 16 For this derivation, we implicitly assumed that S PEL conf can not decrease below S mix . In this paper, we provide a more detailed explanation and physical insight into this lower bound for S PEL conf . We do not discuss in this paper whether S PEL conf is a better candidate for such equations than S 
III. MAIN PART
In the worst case, the lowest equilibrium complexity S PEL conf (N, V, u eq,min (T )) at some low temperature T 0 will correspond to only one configuration of particles (up to particle permutations). This configuration will be the local minimum of a basin of attraction that is equilibrium at this T 0 and dominates the phase space. If particles are considered distinguishable and there are N m particles of each type m, there are Π m N m ! such local minima. Still, there are N ! particle permutations in total. Each of N ! configurations (if particles are considered distinguish-able) lies in a certain basin of attraction in the potential energy landscape and each of these basins has a corresponding energy minimum (inherent structure). The question is whether these basins will also be equilibrium at T 0 or not.
A. Mean-field limit
To determine if a certain configuration among these N ! is in equilibrium at T 0 , we compare its chemical potential µ with the chemical potential from the original equilibrium configuration. To compute the chemical potential, we rely on the Widom particle insertion method. 18, 22, [39] [40] [41] [42] This method relates the chemical potential µ to the potential Ψ N +1,i ( r) that is experienced by a (N + 1)th test particle of type i if we try to insert this particle into the system at a position r, sampled uniformly. Specifically,
where ∆µ i is the excess chemical potential for particles of type i and averaging is performed with respect to r of particle insertion positions. 42 If the original configuration is in equilibrium, then we estimate the chemical potential (the equilibrium one).
Thus, our main focus is how the field Ψ N +1,i changes when we perform any of the N ! particle permutations in the initial equilibrium configuration. We do not have an answer to this question in the general case, but this question can be resolved in the mean-field limit.
We will denote the potential Ψ N +1,i ( r) perturbed by a permutation Σ p as Ψ Σp,N +1,i . In the mean-field limit, the potential Ψ Σp,N +1,i does not depend on Σ p ,
Thus, all of the N ! configurations are equilibrium. The number of such configurations up to particle permutations is N ! ΠiNi! and the lowest possible equilibrium complexity is thus
It can be easily shown with the help of the Stirling ap-
B. Infinitesimally polydisperse systems
Let us assume that a system is monodisperse and the worst case is realized for it, i.e., there is only one equilibrium basin (up to particle permutations) at the lowest temperature T 0 where the system can still be equilibrated. Thus, there are N ! equilibrium basins and respective minima if particles are considered distinguishable. Let us now assume that particle types are slightly changed, e.g., particle charges that govern pair potentials or radii of colloidal particles are infinitesimally changed.
For sufficiently small particle type changes, the structure of the phase space and its basins will remain unchanged. Thus, all of the N ! basins will still be equilibrium at this T 0 -but there are now Π m N m ! particle permutations that keep the system in the same state, instead of N !. Hence, the minimum configurational entropy becomes min(S 
D. Remark: colloids and hard spheres
The procedure outlined for the mean-field case looks as follows for hard spheres. Assume that the largest density at which the system can be equilibrated is denoted as ϕ K . The corresponding jamming density can be denoted as ϕ GCP , the Glass Close Packing density. 29 Then, one has to take an equilibrium configuration at ϕ = ϕ K (maybe even the one with ϕ = ϕ GCP but with particle radii proportionally decreased to achieve ϕ K ) and performs particle permutations. Some pairs of particles may intersect after permutations. To avoid permutations, one decreases particle radii proportionally until the closest pair of particles just touches each other; the density is decreased in this process (ϕ < ϕ K ). Then, one increases particle radii proportionally and simultaneously moves particles to ensure minimal possible movement in the configuration space (moves particles along contact normals). This movement corresponds to the steepest descent in the pseudo-PEL. One performs this particle scaling until ϕ = ϕ K . Then, one has to check if the resulting configuration is equilibrium. Numerically, this can be done by employing the Widom particle insertion method. If the system becomes jammed before reaching ϕ K , then the new basin (after permutation) was definitely not in equilibrium.
IV. RELATIONSHIP WITH S conf DEFINED THROUGH THE FREE ENERGY LANDSCAPE
We would like to discuss how S PEL conf relates to the configurational entropy defined in the free energy landscape, S FEL conf . The free energy landscape to compute S FEL conf can stem, e.g., from the density functional theory. We will show that for our model systems the result min(S PEL conf ) = S mix complies with the requirement min(S 
13
A recent advancement in understanding S FEL conf can be found in a paper by Ozawa, Parisi, and Berthier.
13 Their approach is explicit and mathematically precise and can be used in computer simulations. Essentially, while S PEL vib is computed over a certain PEL basin, the authors compute S FEL vib by including in the vibrational partition function all possible particle permutations around some reference configurations and weighting the permutations according to their statistical weights. Reference configurations are sampled from the entire configuration space, but are also taken with corresponding statistical weights. We will rely on this approach for the discussion below.
We briefly repeat the essential equations from that paper (note that the paper uses k B = 1, so we follow this convention in this section as well). The authors use the modified Frenkel-Ladd method of computing S vib ; i.e., they attach particles with springs to the reference positions and integrate over the spring constant α. The authors utilize the following types of statistical averages:
The superscripts T and S represent the statistical average over positions (T) and permutations (S), respectively. Here,
) is the potential energy at a configuration r N around a reference configuration r N 0 when particles are additionally permuted by a permutation π (note that Σ π , not Σ N π , represents a usual sum over permutations).
The glassy entropy (in our terms S FEL vib ) is expressed according to their approach as
where ∆ T,S α is a mean-squared displacement defined by
and S mix (r N 0 , β) is a mixing entropy contribution defined by 
Here,
We note that a typical definition for S
PEL vib
would use
, where r 0 represents a PEL minimum that is equilibrium at a given temperature. It is an approximation for averaging over all equilibrium PEL minima, which is itself an approximation for averaging over all PEL minima, given that they are taken with corresponding statistical weights. We note that integrals in Eqs. (8) and (13) will be dominated by (equilibrium) PEL minima, so using Eq. (13) for S PEL vib is legitimate.
B. Model systems from our paper
For our examples (a mean-field system and an infinitesimally polydisperse system), particle permutations do not change the potential energy.
Hence,
Eqs. (6) and (7)). Hence, for these systems S 
C. min(S PEL conf ) in the general case By comparing Eqs. (9) and (12) and utilizing S tot = S conf + S vib , we get in the general case S 
where A is some constant determined purely by particle interactions.
A crucial feature in Eq. (16) is that S mix can be increased arbitrarily by infinitesimal changes in particle types or by artificial "coloring" of particles (assigning types that do not influence interaction potentials). If the distribution of "colors" is continuous, then S mix /N → ∞. Thus, if we presume that min(S 
Additionally, min(S PEL conf )/N in this case is discontinuous with introducing a slight polydispersity to a monodisperse system and divergent for a continuous polydispersity.
D. Adam-Gibbs and RFOT relations
As we argued in our previous paper, 16 arbitrary value of min(S PEL conf ) and other problems with it are actually not problematic for observables that may depend on S PEL conf , like the relaxation time τ R of glassy systems. If one rederives the Adam-Gibbs and RFOT relations between τ R and S conf assuming that min(S conf ) = 0, one obtains
instead of the usual version τ R = f (S conf /N ). For example, the Adam-Gibbs relation shall be transformed from a standard version τ
where τ 
where δ is expressed as
As can be seen from Eq. (21), δ possesses nice properties: (i) it is a quantity per particle and (ii) the mixing entropy per particle S mix /N is not present in δ (it was canceled out). Thus, δ will remain continuous with introduction of a small polydispersity, finite for a continuous polydispersity, and independent of artificial particle labeling (defined only by interaction potentials). Thus, both forms of τ AG R from Eq. (20) seem feasible. Which form better fits actual data can be tested through simulations. We plan to present in a follow-up paper results that demonstrate that τ PEL R can fit relaxation times for polydisperse hard spheres well.
V. CONCLUSION
We presented several examples of systems where the lower bound of the configurational entropy S PEL conf is the mixing entropy S mix . Our examples are mean-field systems, infinitesimally polydisperse systems, and 1D hard rods. We believe these examples provide a deep physical insight into why S PEL conf shall in principle have a nonzero lower bound (which still does not preclude the existence of the ideal glass transition). Additionally, we demonstrated that this result is equivalent for our model systems to the condition min(S A is a constant determined by particle interaction potentials, while S mix can be increased arbitrarily by introducing "artificial" particle types (e.g., coloring colloidal particles). Thus, min(S PEL conf ) can be changed arbitrarily. If the distribution of "colors" is continuous, min(S PEL conf )/N → ∞. Also, min(S PEL conf )/N will be diverging by introducing slight polydispersity to particle types.
Nevertheless, we argued that the AG and RFOT relations will still retain a physically meaningful shape. We compared the AG relations derived through both versions of S conf , S FEL conf and S PEL conf and demonstrated that they will be difference, but the discrepancy term will be well-behaving. We suggested that one can check which version better describes relaxation times through simulations. We plan to present in a follow-up paper results that demonstrate that τ PEL R can fit relaxation times for polydisperse hard spheres well.
